‘

We’d like to continue
to encourage and
support female
computing students
to reduce the skills
gap and address the
gender imbalance
in our industry.

’

Placements improve
our profile on campus
Computer Application Services
Software Developer Intern
CAS is an acknowledged expert in case management and
complaints management systems. Their Workpro solution is
used by many Ombudsman and customer care organisations
and they have many years’ experience of developing
systems which support organisations in delivering high
quality customer service.
Shamara worked in our development team writing automated
tests for our case management product Workpro and working
with our software engineers to build a comprehensive test
suite. Shamara has really helped the company to bring our test
automation platform on.
Chris Ellis, Chief Technology Officer at CAS said, ‘As an
employer in the technology environment it is very difficult to find
female employees with the relevant skills. We’ve done graduate
placements before but I am keen to get students coming in on
an annual basis as it improves our presence within Universities
and gives us a better brand image so hopefully it is easier to
recruit graduates and start to feed them into our development
team. We’d like to continue to encourage and support female
computing students to reduce the skills gap and address the
gender imbalance in our industry.’

‘

I now have
experience in
solving real
problems
which I can
use to push
forward with
my career
more quickly.

’

Don’t take our word for it,
hear what Shamara said
about her placement:

Shamara Thompson
University of Stirling
2nd year, BSc Hons in Software Engineering
I developed software on C-sharp for the company’s
complaints system and produced as many automated
tests as possible using my technical programming skills.
The placement will definitely help me stand out in
the future to employers with my programming skills
and experience with working in a team. And I now
have experience in solving real problems which I can
use to push forward with my career more quickly.
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I would definitely recommend a Careerwise placement to
anyone who wants to have a jump start in their career.

